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LOUISIANA
P O W E R & L 1 G H T! p o.oetAnoNoe Srneer24a

Box 6008 '- NEW ORLFANS. LOUISIANA 70174 * (504) 366-2345

EuS$IONU
July 7, 1981

W3P81-1578
3-A1.31.04
Q-3-A20.03.15

Mr. Karl V. Seyfrit
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

SUBJECT: Waterford 3 SES
Flow Blockage of Cooling Water to
Safety System Co.apore'.ts by Corbicula
sp. (Asiatic Clam) ano Mytilus sp. (Mussel)
NRC IE Et.lletin No. 81-02
Docket No. 53-382

Dear Mr. Seyfrit:

The subject IE Bulletin No. 81-03 required us to ascertain whether the safety-
related and/or fire protection systems of Wcteri',,ui SES Unit No. 3 may be
susceptible to intrusion by Corbicula sp. or Mytilus sp. If so, the bulletin
required that a method of inspection to detect intrusion be planned, and a
method to control the intrusion, should it occur, be identified. This enclosed
report provides LP&L's response to this bulletin.
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Yours very i %'
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L. V. Maurin I ., 4 . g,1 ", [ ,-
b 'O 77

Assistant Vice President ? i

Nuclear Operatians
b,
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Q . .-
cc: S. Black, E. L. Blake

Director, Office ot Inspection and Enforcemeat, NRC, Wash., D.C. 20555 1
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Before the

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DOCKE1 NO. 50-382
,

In'the Matter of I

~'LOUISIANA POWER 6 LIGHT COMPANY

RESPONSE TO IE BULLETIN 81-03

Louisiana Power & Light Company, Applicant in the above captioned ='

proceeding, hereby files Response to IE Bulletin F1-03.

Respectfully submitted.

-LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

f himBY:
L. V. Kaurin~ ' ' ~~

~,.

Assistant Vice President
Nuclesr Operations

DN20: July 7, 1981
i
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STATE OF LOUISIANA)
) SS

PARISH OF ORLEANS )

L. V. Maurin, being duly swcrn, states that he is Assistant Vice
President - !!uclear Operations of Louisiana Power & Light Cottpany and
that he is authorized on the part of said company to sign and file
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission this report.

4DJ
L. V. MKURIN

.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before Notary Public in and for the
Parish an5. State above named, this day of d f4C/.

,

1981. /

b
b .

' ' V' NO Y PUBLIC
'

.

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:
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LOUISIANA POWER 6 LIGHT COMPMn'

WATERFORD STEAM ELECTRIC STATION

UNIT NO. 3

(Dockr:t 50-382)

SUBJECT: Response to IE Bulletin No. 81-03, "Flou Blockage of Cooling Water
to Safety System Components by Corbicula sp."

1. INTRODUCTIO":

The Mississippi River, at River Mile 129.6, is the source for both plant

cooling and raw process water supply, as well as the receiving water body

for discharges. The Mississippi River, at this point, is fresn, and

consequently, the prerance of Mytilus sp. is not possible. The ref ore ,

the following discussion is confinee to an analysis of the potential

for intrusion and the methods for detection and control of Corbicula sp.

2. PRESENCE OF CORBICULA SPECIES IN THE VICINITY OF WATERFORD 3

Since 1973, LP&L has conducted an aquatic ecology sampling program in

the Mississippi River near Waterford 3 pursuant to the requirements of

the construction permit. This program, described in Section 2.2.2,

Section 6.1.1.2, and Appendices 2-3 and 2-4 of the Operating License

Stage Environmental Rcport (OLER), has generally been undertaken on

a seasonal and monthly basis up to the present, and a substantial data
i

base has been developed. The program includes benthic sampling.
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The most abendant benthic macroinvertebrates found in the Mississippi
.

River in the vicinity of Waterford 3 were aquatic uor ad asiatic clams

(Corbicula sp); heuever, even these organisms were shoun, in the early

years of the sampling program, to be present in relatively low numbers.

For example, average monthly densities for all macroinvertebrates in the

2first sampling year (1973-74) were 58.9 organisms /m . Of this total,

over the nampling period June, 1973, to October, 1975, (as shown on Table
.

2.2-15 of the OLER) Corbiculidae exhibited an average density of 8.7

2organisms /m . Distribution was variable during this period, however,

ranging from an absence of Corbicula sp. in the benthic sample to almost
.

280 clams /m ,

Seasonc1 benthic samples taken during the more recent yeris of aquatic*

the program continue to exhibit a wide range in density, as shown on

Table 1. Densities varied from zero to slightly care than 4000

2clams /m . The factors responsible for such variability in abundance

are not completely understood, but may involve year class success based

|
on annual differences in river flow or temperature, or changes in

i

substrate type at stations due to sediment scouring or deposition.
,

When considering the potential for Corbicula sp. entrainment .into the
i

water systems of Waterford 3, it is important to evaluate * the presence of

plaaktonic forms as well as adult benthic forms. Adult Corbicula sp.

have been found to produce averages of 387 and 320 larvae per day in the

spring and fall (Aldridge and McMahon, 1978). The detection of adult

clams in the river near Waterford 3 would indicate a potential that

planktonic larval forms would be present during the warm water seasons.

Recent sampling, dene for the aquatic monitoring program, has documented

.
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the presence of Cor'bicula sp. larvae it. the plankton community.

Therefore, the possibility of Corbicula sp. intrusion into the Waterford 3

fire protection and safety-related systems cannot be dismissed.

3. POTENTIAL FOR CORBICULA SPECIES INTRUSION

To determine if all or portions of the fire protection and safety-related

water systems wotild be vulnerable to Corbicula sp intrusion, finsi

drawings of the Waterford 3 water sy stems were reviewed. This review

indicates that nearly all water which is safety related is to be-

processed through a water treatment system which includes a Primary Water

Treatrent Plant and a demineralizer.
.

The water treatment package consists of filtration, clarification and
'

domineralization. The filter consists of 1.5 feet of gravel (8-16 mesh)

and 5 feet of sand (16-30 mesh). Raw water is withdrawn from the

circulating wa ter that is used for condenser cooling. Clarification is

assisted by addition of a polyelectrolyte to a 2 ppm concentration. The

filter includes provision for chlorinatice of both the filtered water and

the water used for filter backflushing. Although this filtration

equipment and procedure is anticipated to represent a formidable barrier

to passsge 6f Corbicula sp into the systems of concern, the burrowing,

c rawling, and adhesive capabilities of Corbicula sp are sufficient tha t

the potential, although very small, cannot be dismissed. The Waterford 3

Fire Protection System utilizes filtered . water, and theref re may be

susceptable to Corbicula sp intrusion.
.

-
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A portion of the filtered water is routed through the demineralizer,
,

which consists of cation exchange, degassification and passage through
.

tuo units of mixed bed resins. Final specified conductivity of the

domineralized water is less than or equal to 1 micro-mho/cm. This value

can be compared to those found in the Mississippi, which range froe 162

to 3500 micro-mho/cm and an everage of 435 micro-mho/cm. Therefore,

af ter passage through the demineralizer, the calcium concentration in

this water should approach zero. It is very improbable that Corbicula

sp, Which secrete a shell from calcium carbonate, could grow in such an

environment. The absence of calcium, in addition to the barrier created

by the filtration in the Primary Water Treatment Plant, results in the

conclutign that the safety-related systems using demineralized water are

not vulnerahle to q9tbicula sp intrusion, and therefore are not

ccasidered further ir. this response.

One standby system, supplementary to a safety-related system, utilizes

raw river water, and therefore can be considered as susceptable to

Corbicula sp intrusion. This system is a pipe serving the Auxiliary

Component Cooling Water System and is normally locked closed. It lies

between the circulating water inlet pipe supplying cooling water to the

blowdown heat exchangers and the wet cooling tower basins. It is used

only if the normal source of makeup water to 'he wet towers - the

condensate water storage tank - is suddenly unavailable, and only if

s imul taneous tornado missile damage has occurred to the wet tower fans.
1

Because this pipeline is normally locked closed, and is expected to be

opened very rarely, water downstream of the first locked valve would not |

have sufficient oxygen .to support the growth of Corbicula sp previously
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entrained, if any. Therefore, the arca of concern is between the valve '

I

and the tee from the line serving the blowdown heat exchanger. It is

possible that this portion could be susceptible to Corbicula sp. intrusion.

In conclusion, a thorough review ot the water systems serving ka terford 3

has shewn that only the lire Protection System and the small portion of

standby piping serving the wet tower basins can be considered as having

any potential, even if small, of Corbicula sp. intrusion,

4. INSPECTION FOR CORBICULA SPECIES INTRUSION

As instructed by the bulletin, an evaluation of the validity of

conducting an onsite inspection of the seaceptible systems, at this point

during construction, was made. It was found that the Fire Protection

System had been filled with potable water from the St. Charles Parish

public water supply system. Therefore, evidence of Corbicula sp. intrusion

could not be present and a field inspection was not warranted.

The pipeline serving as standby to the wet tcwer basins had only recently

been installed and f'lled with water for no more than ten days. This is

an insufficent time period for Corbicula sp. larvae, should they have

been present, to have set and grown to a size visible on inspection.

Therefore, field inspection of this system was also not warranted at this

poit:t during construction.
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5. PROPOSED MON 1TORING PROGRAM

In view of the potential for Corbicula sp. intrusion into the Fire

Protection System, as well as the portion of the standby piping serving

tha wet tower basins, LP&L has designed a program to monitor these two

systems. The initiation and frequency of the monitoring will be based on

the biology of Corbicula sp. The organism begins to spawn when river

water temperatures reach 18* C, which typically occurs in mid-April.

Because of the growth rate cf Corbicula sp. organisms, the first

monitoring will be conducted during June of each year, and repeated in

August and October.

Monitoring will be completed by LP&L's station staff. It will be

conducted by flushing water from the pipe involved through selected
1

drains and hydrants, and screening the flushed water through a 3/8 inch

mesh screen. The screen is then inspected for animals or shell debris.

Shells greater than 3/8 inch in size can be presumed to have grown within

the system, since they would otherwise have been excluded from the plant

by the 3/8 inch mesh traveling screens located in the water intake

structure.

The drains and hydrants identified below have been examined in response

to the bulletin and have been found to be easily accessible for

monitoring. Furthermore, they have also been selected to allow for

convenient drainage of the released and screened water. Upon concurrence

with the following monitoring plan, LP&L will insert the needed

procedures and instructions into their preventive maintenance program for

the station.

)
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The drains and hydrants currently planned to be utilized in this

monitoring of the systems of concern are as follous:

5.1 Fire Protec tion System Monitoring

LP&L has selected four areas which allow sampling of points thought most

likely to shou evidence of infestation, should it ever occur. First,

fire protection water storage tank drain valves will be opened and the

flush water screened. These drains - one on each of the two storage

ranks - will sample the bottom of the tanks where Corbicula sp. or shell

debris would settle. Second, drain valves located on pipes serving the

system pumps will be opened, flushed, and the water screened. This

sampling point will inspect for intrusion which could influence efficient

pump operation.

Third, fire hose stations within the Fuel Handling Building and the

Reactor Auxillary Building will be opened, and the flushed water '

screened. The hose stations selected are at the low points in the Fire

Protection System, and therefore could provide representative samples of

settled Corbicula sp and shell debris, should they be present.

Finally, selected yard fire hydrants will be flushed and the water

screened. Sampling of the yard hydrants will provide a basis for

determining if Corbicula sp. intrusion could have reached more distant

points in the Fire Protection System.

-7-
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*5.2 Uet Tou2r Basin Standby Pipe Monitoring
.

Monitoring of the small portion of the standby pipe, upstream of the

normally locked closed valve, involves special considerations. It would
'

not be desirable to open this valve, and monitor through downstream

drains, for this would release untreated river water to the wet tower

basins, contaminating the no'rmally very high quality water contained

the rein. Therefore, LP&L has identified' an alternative monitoring point

which will not necessitate such an adverse effect. A drain on the pipe

to which the tee for the standby pip'e is connected will be opened and the'

released water screened. This procedure will sample the water stream

from which standby water would be drawn and therefore indicate the

presence or absence of Corbicula sp.

6. SUGGESTED CONTROL PROGRAM

At this time, it is not considered appropriate to propose a definite

control program for the two systems of concern. Should evidence of

infestation be shown, LP&L would undertake a control procedure

specifically designed at that time for the system, or portion thereof,

infested, utilizing the latest available control methodology. LP&L is

aware that a procedure of periodic system flushing and treatment with

chlorine has been used effectively elsewhere (TVA, 1981; Isom, 1976), and

notes that the two systems discussed herein could be treated with this

procedure of flushing and chlorine application. Therefore, LP&L
,

anticipates that Corbicula sp.' intrusion into the Fire Protection System

and safety-related systems is not likely to occur, but if it should, it

can be successfully detected and controlled.
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TABLE 1..
-

.

Corbicula sp. Densities
near Uaterford 3.

2(No/m )

Summer Autumn Winter Spring Summer Spring

Station * 1978 1978 1979 1979 1978 1981

A 30 0 0 0 --

c

B (X ) 0 0 0 0 0 4053**c o.

A 0 0 0 - --

T

B (Yot) 0 10 30 0 0 197
T

BT (Z ) - - - - - 63*o
g

B 0 40 0 0' 0 -

T y

Designations are those utilized in 'he Waterford 3 aquatic ecology*

sampling program, as described in St tion 6.1.1 of the OLER

** Averaged Sample

.
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